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State, Anglo-Irish and loyalist concurring with the
rest. Should this view prevail, Ulster will still be
burdened by the liabilities which she accepted in
accepting the Act of 1920, Under that composition
the Six Counties were debited with roughly four-tenths
of the amount demanded from Ireland' by way of
Imperial contribution, and this payment has been so
far made—with some compassionate adjustments
effected by the British Government in sympathy with
Ulster's position. Ulster cannot always count on
having a Government so disposed, and after a lapse of
time reasoning based on this line of thought might
prompt towards union with the Free State, if that
union meant a relief from this tribute.
In any case, a fully developed Irish nation can only
issue from a voluntary alliance of the two national
strains, which lie at present almost with a naked sword
between them. A romantic match is out of the
question ; the future Ireland must be the offspring of
a mariage de convenance. This prospect is the less
objectionable because in the Gaelic Ireland that we
know no other type of marriage is customary or
approved. But a great deal of hard bargaining
precedes such alliances.
Yet there is this last word to be said, from the stand-
point of an Irish Nationalist. Before a problem can
be solved it must first be defined. Forty-five years
ago, when the revolution began, we in Ireland did not
know where the real heart of the difficulty lay. Much
had to be altered, modified, or swept aside. Some
thought ^the essential was to be rid of landlordism:
landlordism has gone, and the problem remains. Some
thought it was British rule, and some still think so yet ;
yet the Irish Free State exists, it is Irish, and it is free,
and it has, with Great Britain's full .concurrence, the
rank of a nation. Stripped down to its ultimate
elements, the problem stands clear: how to reconcile
the ideals, the traditions, and the purposes of two
races and blend them into one, so that " Irish " shall

